Cowpox virus (CPXV) was considered as uniform species within the genus Orthopoxvirus (OPV). Previous phylogenetic analysis indicated that CPXV is polyphyletic and isolates may cluster into different clades with two of these clades showing genetic similarities to either variola (VARV) or vaccinia viruses (VACV). Further analyses were initiated to assess both the genetic diversity and the evolutionary background of circulating CPXVs. Here we report the full-length sequences of 20 CPXV strains isolated from different animal species and humans in Germany. A phylogenetic analysis of altogether 83 full-length OPV genomes confirmed the polyphyletic character of the species CPXV and suggested at least four different clades. The German isolates from this study mainly clustered into two CPXV-like clades, and VARV-and VACV-like strains were not observed. A single strain, isolated from a cotton-top tamarin, clustered distantly from all other CPXVs and might represent a novel and unique evolutionary lineage. The classification of CPXV strains into clades roughly followed their geographic origin, with the highest clade diversity so far observed for Germany. Furthermore, we found evidence for recombination between OPV clades without significant disruption of the observed clustering. In conclusion, this analysis markedly expands the number of available CPXV full-length sequences and confirms the co-circulation of several CPXV clades in Germany, and provides the first data about a new evolutionary CPXV lineage.
Introduction
The species cowpox virus (CPXV) is a genetically diverse and polyphyletic member of the genus Orthopoxvirus (OPV) in the family Poxviridae [1]. CPXV is assumed to be the causative agent of cow pox, a zoonotic disease that causes lesions on the udder of dairy cows and the hands of dairymaids. Whether Edward Jenner's effective cross-protective vaccine against human smallpox (variola virus (VARV)) based on a virus belonging to the species CPXV or not is obscure. Later the used protective agent was referred to as vaccinia virus (VACV), whose natural origin has not yet been identified [2] . Differences in the phenotype of lesions on the chorioallantoic membrane of embryonated chicken eggs and the presence or absence of inclusion bodies characterized CPXV and VACV as dissimilar viruses and led to the assignment as species [3] which was later confirmed by restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis [4] . Sero-surveys showed, that CPXV is endemic in Western Eurasia, and wild rodents, primarily voles, are the reservoir host species [5] . However, the observed biological and experimental host range of CPXV seems to be very broad [6] and spill-over infections to accidental hosts (e.g., rats, cats, cattle, horses, lamas, zoo animals, and humans) are reported regularly, with increasing case numbers for Europe [7] . Recent confirmed zoonotic transmissions of CPXV were mainly caused by direct contact with infected pet rats [8, 9] , cats [10, 11] , or zoo animals [12] [13] [14] . Although human infections are often mild and self-limiting, immunocompromised patients can develop a systemic and fatal outcome of disease [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Compared to all other known members of the genus OPV, CPXVs have the largest genome (above 220 kbp) and the most extensive genetic repertoire [19, 20] . The central region of the genome is highly conserved and contains genes involved in key functions, such as replication, transcription, and virion-assembly. In contrast, genes located in the terminal genomic regions encode proteins involved in the interaction with the host in order to reduce their anti-viral processes. Therefore, these genes have been described as "virulence genes" [21] .
The differentiation of CPXV from other OPV species, such as VACV, monkeypox virus (MPXV), and VARV, was commonly based on phenotypic features like lesions, types of cellular inclusion bodies [22] , and RFLP pattern [19] . Nowadays, PCR-based approaches and sequencing of partial genes allows a much more sensitive and robust differentiation for routine diagnostics [23, 24] . The advent of high-throughput sequencing approaches resulted in a growing number of available full-length OPV genomes, and phylogenetic analysis indicated, that CPXV is a diverse and polyphyletic group [25] [26] [27] . The historically-based unity of CPXV is, therefore, currently under revision and more data from circulating strains is urgently needed.
In order to gain further insights into the evolutionary diversity of CPXV, we determined full-length sequences of 20 CPXV strains that have been isolated over the last seven years from animals and humans in Germany. The provided data and analyses may be used for further re-classification of the genetically versatile species of CPXV.
Materials and Methods

Selection and Isolation of CPXV Strains
During surveillance of the German National Reference Laboratory for Monkeypox (situated within the Friedrich-Loeffler-Institut, Isle of Riems, Germany) several animal-derived samples (taken for routine diagnostics) were subject to CPXV diagnostics. Briefly, DNA was extracted from various organ tissues using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and OPV specific DNA was detected using a quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) as described elsewhere [28] . Organ material that scored positive in the qPCR was propagated on Vero76 cells (Collection of Cell Lines in Veterinary Medicine CCLV, Friedrich-Loeffler-Institut). Routine diagnostic analysis at the Bundeswehr Institute of Microbiology led to isolation of four strains: CPXV strain Ger/2007/Vole was derived from the lung tissue of a common vole (Microtus arvalis) which had been trapped on a military training ground close to Rottweil (Germany) during a survey to assess the zoonotic potential of rodents. CPXV strains Ger/2015/Human1 and Ger/2015/Human2 were isolated from local lesions on the neck of a veterinary assistant and the head of a farmer, respectively (all samples were taken during routine diagnostics of these cases). In all three cases, virus isolation, genomic DNA extraction and identification as CPXV was performed, as already described for isolate Ger/2014/Human [29] . A summary of isolates used in this study, along with information about the sampling place, year, host, and clinical description can be found in Table 1 . Case reports and partial sequences have been described for isolates Ger 2010 MKY [30] and Ger/2014/Human [29] . 
High-Throughput Sequencing
Full-length sequencing of CPXV isolates was conducted as described earlier [27] . In brief, DNA was extracted from infected cell cultures using the High Pure PCR Template Preparation Kit (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) and 0.5-1 µg of DNA was fragmented (mean of 300 bp) using the Covaris M220 ultrasonicator (Covaris, Brighton, UK). Illumina-compatible sequencing libraries were prepared using NEXTflex DNA barcodes (Bioo Scientific, Austin, TX, USA) and SPRIworks Fragment Library Cartridge II (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA) on a SPRI-TE library system (Beckman Coulter). Size exclusion of the library was done manually using Ampure XP magnetic beads (Beckman Coulter) and was controlled on a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies, Böblingen, Germany) using a high-sensitivity DNA chip and corresponding reagents. A Kapa Library Quantification Kit (Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, DE, USA) was further used for quantification of the final libraries. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina MiSeq using MiSeq reagent kit, version 2 and version 3 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA).
De Novo Assembly and Genome Annotation
Raw reads were quality trimmed and assembled de novo using the 454 Sequencing System Software (v. 2.8; Roche, Mannheim, Germany), and the resulting contigs were arranged in order to match the CPXV genome. Draft CPXV genomes were further confirmed by reference guided mapping (454 Sequencing System Software) using the "-rst 0" parameter with respect to their repetitive genomic termini. The mean genomic coverage of each full-length CPXV sequence exceeded the minimal acceptable coverage of 20. Full-length CPXV sequences were annotated analogue to the nomenclature of the CPXV Brighton Red reference strain (AF482758) as described elsewhere [27] .
Accession Numbers
Annotated full-length CPXV sequences were uploaded to the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) and made publicly available under the study accession PRJEB20974.
Phylogenetic Analysis
A total of 83 full-length OPV sequences, including 63 publicly available and 20 novel sequences from this study, were selected for the phylogenetic analysis. The dataset comprised representative sequences from Old World OPV species camelpox virus (CMLV), CPXV, ectromelia virus (ECTV), MPXV, taterapox virus, VACV, and VARV, as well as New World OPV species, racoonpox virus, skunkpox virus, and volepox virus [1] . Details of the strains used, including accession numbers, can be found in the supplementary material (Table S1 ). The sequences were initially aligned using the MAFFT plugin (version 7.222; [31] ) as incorporated in the Geneious software (version 10.0.9; Biomatters Inc., Aukland, New Zealand, [32] ). In order to remove badly aligned or putatively non-homologous regions from the alignment we used the gBlocks program (version 0.91b; [33] ) utilizing a minimum block length of five. Subsequently, maximum-likelihood (ML) phylogeny was inferred using IQ-TREE (multicore version 1.5.4; [34] ) with options for optimal model selection, considering FreeRate heterogeneity (TVM+R4), and 100,000 ultra-fast bootstrap replicates [35] . Trees were visualized in FigTree (version 1.4.0). Inter-and intra-clade distances were calculated using the uncorrected p-distance with pairwise deletion, as incorporated in MEGA (version 7.0.18; [36] ).
Alterations in tree topologies were analyzed by splitting the aforementioned alignment into 28 smaller segments of each 5000 nt and a single segment of 2286 nt. Phylogenetic trees were calculated for each segment as described above and supported by 1000 ultra-fast bootstrap replicates. Based on these trees we subsequently calculated a consensus network [37] using median edge weights and a threshold of 10% as incorporated in SplitsTree4 (version 4.13.1; [38] ). In order to further address potential recombination events, a bootscan analysis [39] using the RDP4 program (version 4.85; [40] ) was conducted. In detail, potential recombinant sequences were scanned against appropriate reference sequences from each OPV clade over the aforementioned alignment using the Jukes-Cantor substitution model, a sliding window of 5000 nt, a step size of 100 nt and bootstrap support by 100 replicates. The bootstrap cut-off was set to 70%.
Geographic Analysis
For geographic analysis, the sampling places of 58 (38 public, 20 new) CPXV strains, selected from the aforementioned 83 full-length OPV, were plotted to a map, using ArcGIS Software (version 10.2.2; ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). A summary of strains used and coordinates can be found in the Supplemental Table S2 .
Results
Novel CPXV Isolates
During the years 2010-2017, the German National Reference Laboratory for Monkeypox confirmed a total of 28 CPXV-positive animal cases. From these, 16 CPXV strains could be isolated in Vero76 cell cultures using homogenates of organs of seven cats, five alpacas, a rat, a cotton-top tamarin, a raccoon, and a prairie dog (Table 1 ). In addition, one isolate was obtained directly from a common vole (Microtus arvalis) sampled during rodent screening by the Bundeswehr Institute of Microbiology. Three additional isolates were derived from epidemiologically-independent human cases in Germany. The sampling places of these 20 isolates were mainly located in the Eastern and Southern parts of Germany ( Figure 1 ). From all isolates the full-length genome sequence was determined. 
CPXV Phylogeny
Together with representative sequences received from public nucleotide archives, a total of 83 full-length OPV sequences were aligned. Discarding nucleotide positions not present in all strains 142,286 nt were used for analyzing the phylogenetic relationship. The resulting phylogenetic tree clearly separated New-and Old-World OPV species into two sister groups ( Figure 2A ). The phylogenetic distance between both groups (15.4%) was rather high in comparison to the distance observed within them (New-World OPV species: 8.3%, Old-World OPV species: 2.0%), respectively. Regarding the Old-World OPV group, virus strains belonging to the species ECTV, MPXV, VACV, VARV, and CMLV clearly formed distinct clades ( Figure 2B ). Taterapox (TATV) appeared as a single branch. In contrast, CPXV strains were polyphyletic and did not form a single phylogenetic group. We identified in our analysis four different CPXV clades, which we tentatively named CPXV-like 1, CPXV-like 2, VARV-like, and VACV-like clades. Three of the novel CPXV isolates described here grouped into the CPXV-like 2 clade (15%), and 16 belonged to the CPXV-like 1 clade (80%). The strains CPXV HumLit08/1, CPXV Germany_1998_2, and CPXV Ger 2010 MKY appeared as single branches ( Figure 2B , indicated by an asterisk). CPXV Ger 2010 MKY from a cotton-top tamarin is separated from all other clades, and its closest phylogenetic neighbors are virus strains belonging to the species ECTV. We did not observe any relation between the hosts of the analyzed CPXV strains and their phylogenetic clustering into the clades. Interestingly, the common vole isolate CPXV Ger/2007/Vole was grouped together with CPXV FM2292, another CPXV strain originating from a 
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CPXV Consensus Network and Bootscan Analysis
A phylogenetic consensus network from the 83 sequences was created to analyze the three CPXV strains appearing as single branch in the phylogenetic tree in more detail. This consensus network is a combination of 29 phylogenetic trees showing incompatibilities between them. The defined four CPXV clades were confirmed and clearly distinguishable from each other. The CPXV strains HumLit08/1, CPXV Germany_1998_2, and CPXV Ger 2010 MKY again appeared as single branches. Nevertheless, the CPXV isolate Germany_1998_2 contained parts from CPXV-like 1 and the CPXVlike 2 clade showed by the edges of the network. In contrast, the CPXV isolate HumLit08/1 showed Figure S1 ).
A phylogenetic consensus network from the 83 sequences was created to analyze the three CPXV strains appearing as single branch in the phylogenetic tree in more detail. This consensus network is a combination of 29 phylogenetic trees showing incompatibilities between them. The defined four CPXV clades were confirmed and clearly distinguishable from each other. The CPXV strains HumLit08/1, CPXV Germany_1998_2, and CPXV Ger 2010 MKY again appeared as single branches. Nevertheless, the CPXV isolate Germany_1998_2 contained parts from CPXV-like 1 and the CPXV-like 2 clade showed by the edges of the network. In contrast, the CPXV isolate HumLit08/1 showed edges of the network from the CPXV-clade 1, VARV-like and VACV-like, whereas the new CPXV strain Ger 2010 MKY seemed to be positioned separately (Figure 3 ). A consensus network calculated from 29 sub-genomic segments of the Orthopoxviruses (OPV) alignment indicates recombination between the clades. The genome alignment of 83 OPV was split into 28 segments of each 5000 nt and a single segment of 2286 nt and phylogenetic trees were constructed for each segment. The trees were further combined into a consensus network with SplitsTree software, visualizing incompatibilities between them. Splits that are conserved within all trees will produce unique bifurcating trees (coloured), while splits that are present in only some of the trees (at least 10%) will result in box-like structures. Box-like structures are therefore created by strains that consist of genomic segments that cluster into different genetic groups. The variable grouping of genomic segments in a single strain might be interpreted as a result of recombination. The established OPV clades were clearly separated, while isolates that appeared as single branches in the conventional phylogenetic analyses (black asterisks) were again grouped between them. Box-like structures between the clades possibly indicate recombination events during their evolution. The scale represents substitutions per position and the New-World OPVs are hidden in the illustration.
These edges, which may be indicators of recombination events, were further analysed by a socalled bootscan analysis. As already indicated by the consensus network, the CPXV strain Germany 1998_2 showed genomic regions which either clustered in the CPXV-like 1 or the CPXV-like 2 clade. The genomic sequence of the CPXV isolate HumLit08/1 grouped within the VACV-or the VARV-like clade. The new strain CPXV Ger 2010 MKY in contrast showed less recombination and can, therefore, be regarded as a CPXV strain establishing a novel CPXV lineage separated from the defined CPXV clades (Figure 4) . A consensus network calculated from 29 sub-genomic segments of the Orthopoxviruses (OPV) alignment indicates recombination between the clades. The genome alignment of 83 OPV was split into 28 segments of each 5000 nt and a single segment of 2286 nt and phylogenetic trees were constructed for each segment. The trees were further combined into a consensus network with SplitsTree software, visualizing incompatibilities between them. Splits that are conserved within all trees will produce unique bifurcating trees (coloured), while splits that are present in only some of the trees (at least 10%) will result in box-like structures. Box-like structures are therefore created by strains that consist of genomic segments that cluster into different genetic groups. The variable grouping of genomic segments in a single strain might be interpreted as a result of recombination. The established OPV clades were clearly separated, while isolates that appeared as single branches in the conventional phylogenetic analyses (black asterisks) were again grouped between them. Box-like structures between the clades possibly indicate recombination events during their evolution. The scale represents substitutions per position and the New-World OPVs are hidden in the illustration.
These edges, which may be indicators of recombination events, were further analysed by a so-called bootscan analysis. As already indicated by the consensus network, the CPXV strain Germany 1998_2 showed genomic regions which either clustered in the CPXV-like 1 or the CPXV-like 2 clade. The genomic sequence of the CPXV isolate HumLit08/1 grouped within the VACV-or the VARV-like clade. The new strain CPXV Ger 2010 MKY in contrast showed less recombination and can, therefore, be regarded as a CPXV strain establishing a novel CPXV lineage separated from the defined CPXV clades (Figure 4 ). 
CPXV Geographic Distribution
The sampling places of all CPXV strains included in this study (37 publicly available and 20 strains described here) were plotted onto a map of Europe in order to analyse a potential correlation to their phylogeny ( Figure 5 ). The CPXV isolates mainly originated from Germany and the neighbouring countries, Austria and France, as well as Great Britain, Norway, Finland, Lithuania, and Russia. In Central Europe, the observed CPXV isolates were present in all defined phylogenetic clades. In contrast, CPXV strains from Great Britain and Norway only grouped within the CPXV-like 1 clade. Up to now, the CPXV-like 2 clade seems to be restricted to Germany. The VACV-like clade was limited to far eastern parts of Europe and to a single case in Austria. Single-branch CPXV strains that did not cluster in any of the defined clades were found in Germany and Lithuania. Therefore, co-circulation of at least three different CPXV clades within a geographic region was verified, as well as the occurrence of viruses with mixed sequences as a result of recombination events. 
Discussion
CPXV is considered as a potential re-emerging zoonotic pathogen in Europe and the annual number of human cases might be rising because the number of immunised humans (against VARV) decreases [41] . To date, numerous CPXV infections of multiple different host species have been recognized all over Western Eurasia, however, less is known about the genetic diversity of circulating clades. Previous studies showed that the species CPXV is indeed a relatively diverse group within the genus OPV and therefore seems to exist in different phylogenetic clusters [20, 25, 26] . Although the full spectrum of variability is only accessible by full-length genome sequences, the number of them is currently limited. In order to expand the available data, we isolated CPXV strains from different animal species, as well as humans, from Germany and determined their full-length genome sequences by high-throughput sequencing.
Phylogenetic Analysis
An alignment comprising most of the core genome region was used for phylogenetic and recombination analysis. Our results confirmed that the species CPXV is polyphyletic. There are two clades, which are clearly related to either VARV (VARV-like clade) or VACV (VACV-like clade), in accordance to previous analysis [20, 25, 26] . In addition, we confirmed two separated clades that have previously been designated as CPXV-like 1 and 2 [25] . Their grouping and number is fluctuating between the current publications, but seems to be dependent on the number of analysed strains and 
Discussion
Phylogenetic Analysis
An alignment comprising most of the core genome region was used for phylogenetic and recombination analysis. Our results confirmed that the species CPXV is polyphyletic. There are two clades, which are clearly related to either VARV (VARV-like clade) or VACV (VACV-like clade), in accordance to previous analysis [20, 25, 26] . In addition, we confirmed two separated clades that have previously been designated as CPXV-like 1 and 2 [25] . Their grouping and number is fluctuating between the current publications, but seems to be dependent on the number of analysed strains and genomic region. Dabrowski et al. identified two clades based on phylogenetic analysis of a set of highly-conserved genes within either Poxviruses, Chordopoxviruses, or Orthopoxviruses [26] . In an analysis of the core genome region, including intergenic regions, at least three CPXV-like clades have been described [27, 42] . In contrast to that, Carrol et al. identified four different CPXV-like groups on basis of only nine CPXV isolates. However, two of these groups consisted of only a single member (Ger 91-3 and Germany 1998_2) [25] .
In our analysis, including the currently broadest spectrum of 58 CPXV strains, two CPXV-like clades were identified, that mostly reflected previous groupings. However, the strains Germany 1998_2, HumLit08/1 and Ger 2010 MKY were not assigned to any certain clade, since they clustered in relative remote positions. This might indicate that the actual diversity within CPXV is much higher than reflected by previous analysis and more clades might need to be defined. Another explanation for these single branch strains might be the influence of recombination events that result in conflicting phylogenetic signals. In order to study the latter hypothesis, we addressed the phylogenetic arrangement in smaller segments of the genome and compared them in a consensus network. This type of analysis has been successfully used for detection of recombination events within other large double-stranded DNA viruses, such as human herpesvirus 1 [43] . The overall grouping into the defined clades was confirmed by this analysis, however, a certain degree of phylogenetic instability was observed between the established clades that may indicate recombination among them, especially the three strains that were not assigned into the clade system, grouped separately as a result of incompatibility between their subgenomic phylogeny. Further analysis of CPXV strain Germany 1998_2 showed that genome segments clustered with either the CPXV-like 1 or the CPXV-like 2 clade, whereas for the CPXV isolate HumLit08/1 similarities to both, the VARV-like and VACV-like clade, were observed. Recombination within OPV has, so far, been described in vivo [44, 45] and in vitro [46] [47] [48] [49] , and might explain the observed mosaic genomes. However, a retrospective analysis of recombination is challenging when only limited numbers of sequences are available and the underlying phylogeny is not characterized in detail. Another limitation for this type of analysis is the fact that our alignment mainly comprises the core genome region, neglecting the more variable terminal regions, which are more frequently involved in recombination [20, 50] . Recombination events among OPV might be rare, but they have to be considered in future species classification attempts, since they might violate phylogenetic analysis.
In contrast to that, the CPXV isolate Ger 2010 MKY did not display any significant recombination events with other CPXV clades. Considering the results of the recombination analysis and the remote phylogenetic position, it is very likely that Ger 2010 MKY is the prototypic member of a novel CPXV-clade, tentatively designated as "CPXV-like 3". Ger 2010 MKY has been isolated during an outbreak in at least four captive cotton-top tamarins and has already been described as rather low pathogenic for the model species Wistar rats [30] . The unique phylogenetic position of Ger 2010 MKY was initially observed based on phylogenetic analysis of the vaccinia virus homolog F1L. Based on this separated phylogenetic position we, furthermore, investigated the phenotype of the A-type inclusion bodies (V + ), the gene repertoire and the molecular weight of the predicted atip gene (150 kD), which were all typical for classical CPXV strains rather than ECTV (data not shown). Further analyses are needed in order to identify additional strains related to this novel lineage and to clarify its (rather accidental) relation to New World Monkeys. Whether this lineage represents a novel species among the OPV is, at the moment, not addressable, but could be topic of a revised nomenclature and classification of the OPVs that is urgently needed.
Geographic Distribution of CPXV Clades
CPXV Situation in Germany
The origin of CPXV isolates from this study was mainly from the eastern and southern parts of Germany. This, however does not reflect a real CPXV distribution, which is better reflected by the German Animal Disease Reporting System (TSN 3.0, Germany). A total of 97 clinical cases of CPXV-infected animals were reported since 2007 in Germany (date: 20/02/2017) and all German federal states were affected, with the highest case numbers reported in Bavaria (Southwest Germany, 24/97 cases). Therefore, the spatial density of CPXV strains sampling places in this study has to be separated from the actual CPXV scenario in Germany. In addition, the bias caused by international travel and animal transport on spatio-temporal patterns has to be considered, as shown for several human CPXV cases in South and West Germany, and Northern France during 2008, 2009, and 2011 (see Figure 5 ). The strains from these cases were genetically uniform (VARV-like clade) and attributed to infected pet rats, which probably originated from a breeder in the Czech Republic [9, [51] [52] [53] .
Interestingly, we observed a co-circulation of CPXV-like 1 and CPXV-like 2 clades within Germany. Both clades seem to be present simultaneously in the same region as indicated by isolates Ger/2015/Cat1 (CPXV-like 2) and Ger/2015/Cat3 (CPXV-like 1). These CPXV isolates were derived from infected cats in the autumn of 2015, but are genetically different, as determined by phylogenetic analysis. Since CPXV infections in cats are believed to occur due to transmission from wild rodents during hunting, both isolates may represent adaptations to different species of small mammals that are present in the same area. In contrast, all strains isolated from alpaca-associated cases clustered solely into the CPXV-like 1 clade, although they originated from different parts of Eastern Germany. Whether these New World Camelids are more susceptible to the CPXV-like 1 clade, the spectrum of wild rodents in their direct contact is limited or the CPXV-like 1 clade is more abundant needs to be addressed in further studies. This is especially interesting since the number of New World Camelids held as livestock is growing in Germany and CPXV infections were reported repeatedly [54] .
CPXV Situation in Europe
All defined CPXV clades are present in Europe. Until now, in Great Britain only CPXV strains from the CPXV-like 2 clade were found, and a single Norwegian isolate also belongs to the CPXV-like 2 clade. Whether this clade is predominantly found in northern parts of Europe could only be confirmed by analysing more CPXV strains from these regions. In addition, the VACV-clade was only detected in the Eastern part of Europe, as well as in Austria. Again, a lack of appropriate numbers of isolates may account for that phenomenon. As stated above, central Europe seems to be a melting pot with co-circulation of CPXV-like 1, CPXV-like 2, as well as VARV-like clades. Novel zoonotic CPXV-like clades or OPV species might be present in other parts of Europe and Western Eurasia, as currently shown for the Akhmeta virus, which has been isolated from humans and cows in Georgia [55] .
Conclusions
Over the last years, an increasing number of CPXV infections of humans and animals have been reported in Europe but still little is known about the genetic diversity and geographic distribution of the different CPXV clades. Here, we could show, that phylogenetic analyses based on full-length genome sequences allows a robust classification and differentiation of OPV species, as wells as different CPXV clades. Furthermore, the CPXV strain Ger 2010 MKY was identified as phylogenetically different from any other described CPXV strain and might represent the first member of a novel CPXV clade. It also indicates, that the diversity within the existing CPXV is currently underestimated and novel lineages or recombinants might emerge in geographic areas with co-circulating clades. This is of special interest, since CPXV possess a zoonotic potential and is currently considered as growing human health threat, and new CPXV strains might pose even higher risks concerning the transmission to and adaption within the human host. In the future, the identification and characterization of further CPXV strains from European countries are necessary to confirm the current phylogenetic picture and to address the question of a common ancestor of all OPV species.
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